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The uncertainty associated with nuclear data, and the simulated predictions of transmutation, 

activation, and primary damage events derived from them, is not only that derived based on the 

quantified errors in a particular nuclear library. Uncertainty also manifests in comparisons between 

different libraries – if they do not produce the same results, then, since it often impossible to know a 

priori which library is best, predicted results must be considered to have an uncertainty (at least) as 

much as the variation between libraries. Of course, this situation is further complicated by the fact that 

it is not always possible, or practical, to produce results with multi-libraries. There is thus a need, 

within the nuclear data community, to assess different libraries, and make recommendations about the 

best choice of library for particular applications, in this case material science. 

The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority’s contribution to the technical meeting on nuclear data 

and uncertainty quantification aimed to address this issue by making use of our advanced, modern, and 

flexible inventory simulation platform – FISPACT-II [1]. In particular, FISPACT-II is particularly 

suited to performing scoping calculations – covering multiple materials with multiple irradiation 

scenarios – enabling comparisons of activation, transmutation, and primary damage responses for 

different nuclear data libraries. 

Our approach has been to perform an identical set of calculations – covering all naturally occurring 

elements from hydrogen to bismuth (by mass) – under fusion and typical fission irradiation conditions 

for the main international libraries that claim to be general purpose. The libraries considered, in 

identical fine 660-energy-group ENDF6 format, were: 

 TENDL-2014 (calculations will be repeated for TENDL-2015 at a later date) [2]; 

 ENDF/B-VII.1 [3]; 

 JEFF-3.2 [4]; 

 JENDL-4.0 [5]. 

Activation response 

We performed simulations of 2 full-power-year (fpy) irradiations of pure elements under DEMO first 

wall (FW), PWR, FBR, and HFR conditions, followed by years of cooling. Generally, good, order-of-

magnitude agreement was observed for most elements between the four libraries. However, some 

notable differences were observed: 

 In aluminium (see figure 1.), where JEFF-3.2 was found to under-predict (relative to the other 

libraries) the production of 
26

Al via the (n,2n) reaction on 
27

Al. At the same time, the JENDL-

4.0 library used by FISPACT-II was found to be missing the key tritium production channels; 

 In niobium (figure 2.), where only TENDL accounts for the necessary isomers and associated 

reaction channels to correctly predict the short-term activity associated with 
92m

Nb and 
94m

Nb. 

This discrepancy (in the other libraries) has also be confirmed by experimental validation [6]; 

 Significant differences were also observed for Mo, Re, Os, Pb, Si, and Na. 

As expected, the activation under fusion DEMO conditions was generally higher than for identical 

irradiation times under typical fission conditions (although there were some exceptions – for example, 

in Co and Ta). 
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Fig. 1.  Activation response of Al following a 2-fpy irradiation under DEMO-FW conditions with 

different nuclear data libraries. The missing 
3
H production with JENDL-4.0, and under-

prediction of 
26

Al with JEFF-3.2 can be easily identified in these radionuclide contribution 

plots. 

 

Fig. 2.  Activation response of pure Nb following a 2 fpy irradiation under DEMO-FW conditions with 

different nuclear data libraries. The missing short-lived isomers (
92m

Nb and 
94m

Nb) with all 

libraries except TENDL, result in an under-prediction in activity at decay times of less than 1 

year. 
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Transmutation 

The transmutation of pure elements was found to be consistent with different libraries in most cases. 

For example, the % burn-up (the amount of the original element that is transformed/transmuted into a 

different element) per fpy under DEMO conditions for various nuclear relevant elements is shown in 

figure 3 and confirms order-of-magnitude agreement for the majority of elements. However, in 

agreement with the activation results, and demonstrating the importance of correct isomer coverage, 

for Nb there is significant disagreement, with TENDL predicting nearly a factor of 10 higher burn-up 

than the other libraries. There are also notable differences for C, Na, Bi, and Re, where in the latter 

case JENDL-4.0 has a significant problem with Re. 

 

Fig. 3.  % burn-up (transmutation) of pure elements in 1 fpy under DEMO conditions with different 

nuclear libraries. 

The scoping studies also revealed that the HFR experimental reactor produces significantly higher 

transmutation rates than other scenarios due to its high fraction of thermal neutrons, which promotes 

neutron-capture-followed-by-decay chains to new elements. Conversely, DEMO-FW conditions lead 

to much higher (often several orders-of-magnitude in important elements) gas production rates (even 

when scaled by dpa rates) than any of the considered fission scenarios. 

PKA spectra 

The newly written SPECTRA-PKA code [7], whose computational methodology is explained in figure 

4, has been used to evaluate the zero time (BOL Beginning-of-Life) snapshot of the PKA-rate energy-

distributions for pure elements using the isotopic recoil matrices produced by NJOY [8] from the 

different nuclear data libraries. 

In contrast to the transmutation-rate results, where HFR was the highest, it was found instead that the 

fast breeder reactor (FBR) conditions produced the highest PKA rates (with fusion DEMO second). As 

with the activation and transmutation results, there was generally a good order-of-magnitude 

agreement in the total PKA rates (summed over all heavy recoils, but excluding gas particles) between 

results with different libraries – see for example, figure 5, which shows the total PKA rates for nuclear 

relevant materials under DEMO FW conditions and for four different libraries. Some of the same 

discrepant materials (e.g. Re) are evident, but others, such as Nb, show much better agreement 
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between libraries than for the activation or transmutation results, demonstrating the dominance of the 

scattering channels for the PKA response, which are obviously well-known and reliable. 

 

 

Fig. 4.  Computational approach of SPECTRA-PKA. (a) an example snap-shot showing the recoil 

probability cross sections for various reaction channels due to a 14.1 MeV (the blue vertical 

line in the plot) neutron impinging on 
184

W. (b) The PKA rates produced for different isotopes 

when the energy dependent recoil cross sections for 
184

W are collapsed (merged) with a typical 

first wall (FW) neutron spectrum for a DEMOnstration fusion power plant. (c) The PKA rates 

summed as a function of element for pure W (5 input target isotopes, including 
184

W) under 

DEMO FW conditions. (d) Cumulative PKA distributions (summed over non-gas recoil 

elements) for Fe, W, Be, and SiC under DEMO FW conditions. Standard isotopic 

compositions, densities, and molar masses were used where necessary. 
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Fig. 5.  Total PKA rates per unit volume (using standard elemental density conversion factors), for 

selected materials under DEMO FW conditions with four different NJOY-processed nuclear 

data libraries. 

The latest modifications to SPECTRA-PKA allow the displacement energy, and hence NRT-dpa rates, 

to be evaluated on a per reaction channel basis. Preliminary results show the dominance of scattering 

in Fe, but show for W that scattering and (n,2n) contribute equally to dpa – see figure 6. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Reaction channel breakdown of major contributions to dpa rate in pure (left) iron and (right) 

tungsten under DEMO FW conditions using TENDL-2014. For Fe, the elastic and inelastic 

scattering channels on 
56

Fe dominate, but for W the (n,2n) channels on the constituent isotopes 

(182-4, 186) are as important as scatter (elastic+inelastic). 

 

All of the results presented at the meeting are available in the suite of material response handbooks 

produced at UKAEA in the last 2 years – for each library four are available, considering the response 

under DEMO, PWR, FBR, and HFR conditions of all naturally occurring elements from H to Bi (see 

for example [8,9]). 
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1. Introduction 

The estimation of nuclear heating and material damage is one of the key nuclear analyses in nuclear 

reactor designs. Most nuclear reactor designers calculate the nuclear heating and material damage for 

their reactor designs by using the radiation transport code MCNP and ACE files. The ACE files are 

processed from a nuclear data library mostly with the NJOY code and include average heating 

numbers, which are KERMA (Kinetic Energy Release in MAterial) factors divided by total cross-

section data, and damage energy production data related to DPA cross-sections.  

KERMA factors can be calculated with two methods in NJOY. One is the “energy-balance method” 

and the other is the “kinematics method”. NJOY stores only the energy-balance KERMA factors to 

ACE files. It is known that KERMA factors of a lot of nuclei in the official ACE files are not always 

correct because of inconsistent energy-balance. In order to avoid this problem, not energy-balance 
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